
Credit Repair   

 

When it comes to getting a mortgage, your credit is a huge weighing factor. One of the services I offer my 

clients is assistance in increasing their score. Below you’ll find some tips to increase your score quickly and 

effectively. 

1. Look at your credit report. It is amazing how often we pull credit at our office and find an error on 

the report. These vary from unknown accounts reporting on someone’s bureau to someone having 3 

different reports under their name. If you don’t ever look at it you don’t know what could be hurting 

your score. As a Canadian you are entitled to one free credit report per year, take advantage of this.   

2. Payoff Collections. Collections are more common than people think, what is even more common is 

having a collection reporting that someone didn’t know existed. This points back to the first point as 

to why it’s so important to see your credit report at least once/year. Once you discover a collection 

reporting it needs to be paid prior to getting a mortgage. Whether you believe it’s a rightful charge 

or not it has to be taken care of as no lender will fund a mortgage with an outstanding collection. 

3. Don’t Overdraw Accounts. When a card or line of credit reports over the limit it can instantly cost 

around 40 points off the score. If you have a large purchase coming up that you want to put on your 

card, transfer the extra money beforehand so you remain below the limit. 

4. Pay Down Balances. After getting to a place where accounts are no longer over their limit it’s time to 

start paying them down. Many people think that if they pay their card to $0 every month their credit 

will increase, unfortunately this isn’t true. If you use over 75% of the total limit available, your credit 

will bleed. If possible get all of your credit cards below 75% of the balance and keep it there, then do 

the same for lines of credit. This simple change has improved people’s score by up to 100 points in a 

month. After you can maintain the 75% mark work for the ideal amount of staying below 50% of the 

limit. 

5. Pay Bills on Time. Ever since phone bills started reporting to the bureau many people experienced a 

negative effect on their credit. Every time a payment of any kind is late it takes 10-15 points off your 

score. What I recommend doing is automate everything you can. Have your phone bill paid 

automatically along with your credit card minimum balance, utilities, and everything else you can.  

6. Have Something Reporting. There are times when I pull someone’s credit and it is blank, not a thing 

is reporting. Although this is better than damaged credit it can prove to be just as challenging. I 

encourage everyone to have a credit file (unless you never want to borrow money which I think if 

you can, then do that, however for the rest of us a credit file is crucial).  To qualify for a mortgage a 

person needs two trade lines reporting for 2 years. Whether it’s a joint credit card, utility payments, 

or rent payments reporting get something reporting as soon as possible.  

7. Limit Credit Pulls. One of the fastest ways people lose points is by having too many inquiries, this 

happens most often when they are looking for vehicle financing or loans. . Every pull drops the 

overall score anywhere from 5-10 points. There are many companies that will require a credit check, 

this is okay once in a while just be mindful of when your credit is being pulled and how often.    

If you want more tips or want to see where your credit stands to buy in the future let me know and we can 

start you down the road to success.  

 


